
Heavy Water 

/. , . ~ 
The considerations which were applied lattic~of uranium-

containing aggregates in graphite can also be applied to such lattices 
( ~A~/ 

in~~ther slowing down media with the exception of media in which 

~Y.~fls-·~"~ing agent. 

If heavy water is used as a slowing agent in place of graphite, 

it is of interest to know the ratio of the weights of heavy water to uranium 

which is equivalent to agiven ratio of carbon to urani~ in the sense that 

a lattice of a given uranium-containing aggregate has the same resonance 

absorption in both cases . We obtain equivalent systems if we replace 

eight carbon atoms by about one molecule of heavy water; i. e., four 

carbon atoms by one atom of deuterium and a half atom of OX)&en. Expressed 

in terms of weights this means that for equivalent lattice systems, the 

weizht ratio of heavy water to uranium has to be about 4.8 times smaller 

than the wei r:;ht ratio of graphi te to uranium in 'h eqt:tiv11lent ' l!ttLie"e. 

This statement concerni ng the equivalent amounts of carbon and 

hea~J water for equal resonance absorption is derived from a scattering 

cross section of deuteri~ Afar resonance ne~trons having a value betweyn . ~~ ~- - ~~ ., -~ ,. ..-v -? r J. ... •.,. ~ (A4.• 

3 f4JI1d 4 (about 3.3). The slowing down per collision o: carbon and deuter-

iu:m i~ determined by the masses of the carbon and the deuterium atoms. 

The ntmber of collisions needed to slow dovm the neutron from ~to El 
is fer carbon 

l 
l I 

The same number for collisions with de uteri urn is 

!~ 

I 
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The ratio of the corresponding numbers of atoms of carbon and deuterium 

is accordingly 

I 
However, if deuterium is used in the fonn of heavy water , a slight correction 

is to be applied to take into account the slowing down by oxygen so that 

~ may be taken for the ratio of the equivalent number of atoms of cer-

bon to deuterium. 

Since carbon has a thermal a.bsorption cross section of about 

.0.005 and the thermal absorption of heavy wate be 

taken for the purpose of the present discussion to be about 0.003, it 

follows that of the two systems which have equal resonance absorption, the 

one in which the slowing down is due to deuterium is more favorable. It 

may, therefore, be stated that if a given lattice in graphite is capable 

of maintaining, in a 8ufficiently large mass, a chain reaction, the eqiuva-

lent lattice in heavy water is also capable of maintaining a chain reaction 

in a sufficiently large mass. If we takey{ a lattice element of uranium 

metal which is close to the most favorable case in graphite, then a 

heavy water system which is equivalent to the most favorable graphite ~rf~~ 
q a 1 ti• can be made potentially chain reaction with a quantity 

of about 20 tons of heavy water. 



IX -
Heavy ter 

The con ider t on hich re applied bove 1 ttice 

of uranium- containing ggreg tea in graphite can also be 

appl1 d to uch lattices cont ined in cert 1n oth r slo -

in down media ith the exception of media in which hydrogen 

is the slowing nt . 

Ir h avy wat r is u ed as slowing nt i plac of 

r phite , it is or interest to kno the r tio of the 

weights of heavy ater to uranium hich is equivalent to 

given ratio of carbon to uranium in the sense that a 

l ttice of given uranium-containing aggregate has the 

s resonance bsorption in both cases . e obtain equivalent 

ystem if we replace eight c rbon atoms by about one mole-

cule of heavy water; i . e •• rour carbon atom by one atom 

of deuterium and h lf tom of oxygen . Expressed in terms 

of eights this mean that for equivalent lattice syste s , 

the weight ratio of heavy water to uranium has to be bout 

4 . 8 times smaller than the weight ratio of graphite to 

uranium. 

'l'his statement concerning th equi v lent amounts of 

carbon and heavy wat r for equal resonanc absorption is 

d rived from a scattering cross section of deuterium ror 

resonance neutrons having a value between 3 and 4 (about 3 . 3) , 

and fro scattering oro s section for carbon of 4 . 8/1 . 18 

4 . The slowing down p r collision of carbon nd d uterium 

is d te~ined by the ma s s of the carbon and d ut rium 

ato s . The number of collisions needed to slo down the 

neutron from E2 to E1 is for carbon 

k(C) 6 . 5 ln Ee/El 

, 



he s n ber for collisions ith deuteri i s 

The r tio of 

and d teri um i 

e correspondi.g numbers of ato a of c rbon 

ccor ingly 

3 . 3 I .a 1 3 . a 
r.i r.Ia "6'3 

Ho ever, if deuterium is u d in the fo of heavy ater , 

a slight correction is to be pplied to tak into account 

the slowing down by oxygen ao th t 4 may be t ken for the 

r tio of th equivalent number of atoms of carbon to deu-

t ri 0 

Sino o rbon ha a thermal absorption cross section of 

about 0 . 005 and the thermal absorption of heavy at r per 

deut rium atom may be taken for the purpose of the present 

discussion to be about 0 . 003, it follow that of the two 

ayst a which have equal resonance absorption , the one in 

which the lowing down ia due to deuterium is more favor

able . It may, therefore, be stat d that if a given lattice 

in gr pbite is capable of maint ining in a sufficiently 

large mas a chain reaction, the equivalent lattice in heavy 

water is also cap ble of aintaining a chain reaction in a 

sufficiently large mass . If we take a lattice element ot 

urani metal which is close to the most f vorable case in 

graphite , then a heavy water system which is equiv lent to 

the oat favorable graphite sy tem can be made potentially 

chain reacting ith quantity of about 20 tons of heavy 

water . 



REPLAC EMENT 

Heavy Water 

The considerations which were applied above lattices of uranium -

containing aggregates in graphite can also be applied to such lattices 

contained in certain other slowing down media with the exception of media in 

which hydrogen is the slowing agent. 

If heavy water is used as a slowing agent in place of graphite, it 

is of interest to know the ratio of the weights of heavy water to uranium 

which is equiv~lent to a given ratio of carbon to uranium in the sense that 

a lattice of a given uranium-containing aggregate has the same resonance 

absorptio~ in both cases. -~ obtain equivalent systems if we replace 

eight carbon atoms by about one molecule of heavy water; i.e., four carbon 

atoms by one atom of deuterium and a half atom of oxygen. Expressed in terms 

of weights this means that for equivalent lattice systems, the weight ratio 

of heavy water to uranium has to be about 4.8 times smaller than the weight 

ratio of graphite to uranium. 

This statement concerning the equivalent amounts of carbon and heavy 

water for equal resonance absorption is derived from a scatterin6 cross sec

tion of deuterium for resonance neutrons having a value bwtween 3 and 4 (about 

3.3), and from a scattering cross section for carbon of 4.8/1.18 ~4a The 

slowing down per collision of carbon and deuterium is determined by the masses 

of the carbon and deuterium atoms. The number of collisions needed to slow 

down the neutron from E
2 

to E1 is for carbon 

The same number for collisions with deuterium is 
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The ratio of the corresponding numbers of atoms of carbon and deuterium is 

accordingly 

However, 

!hL I 4.8 
1.4 1.18 

..L_ ,......, 3.8 
6.5 

if deuterium is used in the form of heavy water, a slight correction is to be 

applied to take into account the slowing down by oxygen so that 4 may be taken 

for the ratio of the equivalent number of atoms of carbon to deuterium. 

Since carbon has a thermal absorption crosssection of about 0.005 

and the thermal absorption of heavy water per deuterium atom may be taken 

for the purpose of the present discussion to be about 0.003, it follows that 

of the two systems which have equal resonance absorption, the one in which 

the slowing down is due to deuterium is more favorable. It may, therefore, 

be stated that if a fi~ given lattice in graphite is capable of maintmning 

in a sufficiently large mass a chain reaction, the equivalent lattice in 

heavy water is also capable of maintaining a chain reaction in a sufficiently 

large mass. If we take a lattice element of uranium metal which is close to 

the most favorable case in graphite, then a heavy water system which is 

equivalent to the most favorable graphite system can be made potentially 

chain reacting with a quantity of about 20 tons of heavy water. 



REPLACEMENT 

Heavy Water 

The considerations which were applied above lattices of uranium -

containing a&gregates in graphite can also be applied to such lattices 

contained in certain other slowinG down media with the exception of media in 

which hydrogen is the slowing ngent. 

If heavy water is used as a slowing agent in place of braphite. it 

is of interest to know the ratio of the weights of heavy water to uranium 

hich is equiv§lent to a given ratio of carbon to uranium in the sense that 

a 1 ttice of a given uranium- containing aggregate has the same resonance 

absorption in both cases. _ e obtain equivalent systems if we replace 

eight carbon atoms by about one olecule of heavy water; i . e • • four carbon 

atom by one atom of deuterium and a half atom of oxygen. Expressed in t erms 

of weights this means that for equi alent l attice systems. the weight ratio 

of heavy water to uranium has to be about 4. 8 times smal ler than the weight 

ratio of graphite to uranium. 

This statement concerning the equivalent amounts of carbon and heavy 

water for equal resonance absorption is derived from a scatterin_, cross sec

tion of deuterium for resonance neutrons having a value bwtween 3 and 4 (about 

3. 3), and from a scattering cross section for carbon of 4 . 8/1 . 18~ 4. The 

slowing down per collision of carbon and deuterium is deter.nined by the masses 

of the carbon and deuterium atoms . The number of collisions needed to slow 

down the neutron from B2 to E1 is for carbon 

The saoe number for collisions with deuterium is 

k( D) r-.J 1 . 4 111 Ei'E1 
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The ratio of the corresponding numbers of atoms of carbon and deuterium is 

accordingly 

LL I~ ...1_ _, s.8 
1 . 4 1.18 6 . 5 

Howev r , 

if deuterium is used in the form of heavy water, slight correction is to be 

applied to take into account the slowing down by o~gen so that 4 mSf be taken 

tor th ratio of the equivalent number of atoms of carbon to deuterium. 

Since carbon has a thermal absorption crosssection of about 0.005 

and the thermal absorption of heavy water per deuteri atom may be taken 

for the purpose of the present discussion to be about 0 . 003, it follows that 

of the two systems which have equ 1 resonance absorption, the one in which 

the slowing down is due to deuterium is more favorable . It may, therefore, 

be stated that is a :i%5 given lattice in graphite 1s capable of maintlining 

in a sufficiently large mass a chain reaction, the equivalent lattice in 

heavy water is also capable of maint ining a chain reaction in a sufficiently 

larg mass . If e take a lattice element of uranium metal which is close to 

the most favorable case in graphit , then a heavy water system which is 

equivalent to the most favorable graphite system can be made potentially 

chain r eacting with a quantity of about 20 tons of heavy water . 
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